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From: Tittel/Caloyannidis
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: PALMAZ UP-000261
Date: Sunday, May 28, 2017 6:31:52 PM
Attachments: PALMAZ - AIRPORTS & REAL ESTATE VALUES.pdf

PALMAZ - BRUCE WILLIS.pdf

Dear Dana,
Please insert into the record:
1) Two Residential Real Estate Depreciation near airports studies
2) 5th District judge Robert Elgee blocks Bruce Willis private airstrip, citing Camas County Idaho
showing "complete disregard" for property rights and the well-being of the neighborhood.
Thank you,
George

mailto:calti@comcast.net
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org
























































































From: Tittel/Caloyannidis
To: McDowell, John; Ayers, Dana; Frost, Melissa
Subject: PALMAZ UP14-00261
Date: Thursday, June 08, 2017 10:36:19 AM
Attachments: PALMAZ - ALUC COMMENT.doc

PALMAZ - ENFORCEMENT.doc

Dear Staff Members,
 
I would appreciate you entering the attached comments into the record and distributing them to the
 Planning and Airport Land Use Commissioners.
 
Thank you,
George Caloyannidis

mailto:calti@comcast.net
mailto:John.McDowell@countyofnapa.org
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org
mailto:Melissa.Gray@countyofnapa.org

George Caloyannidis                                         

2202 Diamond Mountain Road


Calistoga, CA 94515                                                                                                                  June 8, 2017                                                                      

TO: The Napa County Planning Commission and Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC)


       John McDowell:   (john.mcdowell@countyofnapa.org)


       Melissa Frost:       (melissa.frost@countyofnapa.org)

       Dana Ayers:          (dana.ayers@countyofnapa.org)


RE: Palmaz Use Permit Application P14-00261


Dear Commissioners:


In anticipation of the future yet to be scheduled ALUC hearing, I herewith address the particular issues within the related Napa County voluminous record which lie within the domain of the ALUC's authority to render its decision for approval or denial of this application.

According to the Napa County Airport Land Use Planning Handbook, 2002: The Commission will evaluate the adequacy of the facility to the extent that it affects surrounding land use (not amended in 2012).

The factors affecting compatibility are:

· Noise

· Safety; Minimizing Risks

· Airspace Protection; Restrictions on Hazards to Flight

· Overflight; Impacts on the Community

A) NOISE  PERCEPTION / ANNOYANCE 

ACOUSTIC NOISE


The EIR engineering noise impact study submitted by the applicant is based on generic noise contours of the Bell 429 helicopter. These noise contours do not account for the noise amplification due to the particular configuration of the Hagen Road canyon bounded by Mount George.

Several residents testified about the highly intrusive loudness of helicopter overflights in that canyon.


I have submitted in the record (available for your review) a video and sound recording of the applicant's helicopter actual takeoff in a canyon terrain very similar to that of Hagen Road at his ranch in Genesee Valley, Plumas County. The Commissioners can see and hear the tremendous overflight noise impact this helicopter has in a canyon setting. This is the actual, not the engineer- projected noise impact.


Ms. Elisa Adler, a resident of Genesee Valley living 2 miles as the bird flies from the Palmaz heliport has submitted a letter into the record describing the devastating effect the Palmaz flights are having on her family's life.

NON-ACOUSTIC NOISE FACTORS


I have entered into the record the following noise studies relating to alternative effects of helicopter generated noise: 

· ICBEN 9th International Congress on Helicopter Noise as a Public Health Problem, 2008 Foxwoods CT 

· DEFRA Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, Research Into the Improvement of the Management of Helicopter Noise, 2008 Scottish Government


· Aviation Week, London's Heliport Strives to be Neighborly, 2014

Both the ICBEN and DEFRA research studies agree in summary that:


· In terms of acoustical factors, the impulsive nature of helicopters or blade slap are not accounted for in sound evaluation studies and that it ought to be weighted from 10 to 15 dB (ICBEN).

· Accordingly, the Mugridge et al. (2000) referenced study at RAF Shawbury indicated "no clear correlation between traditional acoustic parameters and soundscape perception and acceptance" of helicopter generated noise.

· Similarly, the Leverton & Pike referenced study (2007) concludes that "specific properties of the helicopter sound are not accounted for by conventional rating procedures and it is these properties that are among the major sources of annoyance for the community".

· That the effect of sound frequencies and the impulsive nature of helicopter sound are not accounted for has also been acknowledged by the FAA in its 2004 report to the U.S. Congress, though it continues to use the DNL sound level.

Most important, the research studies have identified non-acoustic factors  also known as virtual noise as contributing to disturbance and annoyance in communities. In fact, they have been acknowledged as being  "of equal or greater importance". ICBEN identifies the following contributing specific factors:


· Negative reaction to leisure flying


· Poor community / airfield relations


· Fear of crashes


· Nobody acts on complaints


· Aircraft are flying too low


· Intrusion, distress, startle, disturbance, locus of control

Similar findings are cited in the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook, 2002 (not amended in 2012):

· Chapter 7-12: Attitudes regarding the importance of the activity associated with the noise.


· Chapter 9-11: The potential personal or societal benefits to be gained from the activity involved.

The Palmaz noise report and EIR have failed to account for the importance of these generally accepted non-acoustic factors in evaluating the effects of helicopter generated noise.

WIDE OPPOSITION TO HELICOPTER NOISE

The city of London with a population of 13 million has only one public use heliport facility. The reason as reported in Aviation Week is: "There have been numerous attempts to build additional public-use heliports in London but all have failed due in large measure to a wave of opposition from residents over noise concerns".

Several communities throughout the U.S. have set up agencies to field the mounting helicopter complaints and investigate them. Some are at Long Island North Fork, the Hamptons, the Hollywood Hills, Torrance CA and others. Sen. Diane Feinstein and Rep. Adam Schiff have introduced Bills S.208 and HB.456 demanding Congressional helicopter-specific noise regulation, as has Sen. Chuck Schumer seeking restrictive legislation over Long Island helicopter overflights. 


This is one more proof that given identical noise contours, helicopter noise is much more intrusive than that of ordinary aircraft.


As corroborated by the studies cited above, while there is public acceptance of helicopter noise for flights which provide a public benefit (fire fighting, criminal pursuit, hospital and rescue), the Palmaz heliport, solely for the applicant's convenience and recreation (in addition to the applicant's poor community relations) fails to garner even minimal neighborhood acceptance.

COMMENT - PALMAZ NOISE IMPACTS

The Airport Land Use and Planning Commission must weigh the noise related negative impacts (both acoustic and virtual) on the surrounding community against the personal / recreational use of a helicopter when there is a public airport within a 20-minute drive from the applicant's property in determining whether this heliport is a neighborhood-compatible land use at this location or whether its denial places an overriding undue burden on the applicant. 

B) SAFETY / AIRSPACE PROTECTION / RISK PERCEPTION 

According to the Report "Hellish Copters, Why Are Helicopters Always Crashing" compiled by Christopher Beam with input from the Crouse Law Offices, the Flight Safety Foundation, Helicopter Association International and the National Transportation Safety Board:  "Helicopters crash about 35% more often per hour in the air than the average aircraft".

Similarly, according to the California Airport Land Use Handbook (not amended in 2012):

· Chapter 8-25: 37% of helicopter accidents are taking place within 1 mile of a landing site whether be at an airport, a heliport or other location. 

· Chapter 8-6 (Bar-graph): 55% of all aircraft fatal accidents occur within 2 miles of an airport and 72% within 4 miles of an airport.

· Chapter 9-16: Greater risks are also tolerated when more benefit is to be gained from the activity.


BIRD STRIKES


Chapter 9-56: Any land uses which can attract birds should be avoided but those which are artificial attractors are particularly inappropriate because they generally need not be located near airports. The identified uses are:

· Golf courses with water hazards (Napa Valley Country Club golf course)

· Wetlands (Wetlands, streams and 7 ponds are in the immediate vicinity)

· Landscaping, particularly water features (Napa Valley Country Club)

· Wildlife refuges (the adjacent Dunlap/Galbraith Napa Valley Land Trust Conservation Easement)


· Agriculture, especially cereal grains (Grapes/vineyards are known bird attractants)


All of the above are already present in the immediate vicinity of the proposed heliport but since they pre-date the proposed heliport they are they cannot be mitigated.

The Dunlap/Galbraith Napa Valley Land Trust Conservation Easement reported the existence of 61 different bird species including - and neighbors have observed - the presence of particularly dangerous Red Tale Hawks, Blue Herons, Ospreys, Turkey Vultures, Wood Ducks, Canadian Geese, Golden Eagles and Wild Turkeys. 


ASSOCIATED PRESS 12/2015: DANGEROUS HELICOPTER-BIRD STRIKES INCREASE

"There have been 204 reported helicopter bird strikes in 2013, a 68% increase over 2009 and a 700% increase over the early 2000s. Large bird populations are on the rise in North America. The Canada Goose population in the U.S. and Canada increased from about 500,000 in 1980 to 3.8 million in 2013 and the North American Snow Goose population increased from about 2.1 million to 6.6 million (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service). Other large-bird species with rising populations include Bald Eagles, Wild Turkeys, Turkey Vultures, American White Pelicans, Double-Crested Cormorants, Sandhill Cranes, Blue Herons and Ospreys.

Fixed wing aircraft serious bird strikes have been dropping, in part because of efforts to keep airports and their surroundings free of large birds (clearly not possible here). The reverse is true of helicopters which fly at lower altitudes around lots of birds.

"'The data we have is showing we have been very, very lucky, and it's only a matter of time before we start seeing fatalities," said Jorge Castillo, regulations and policy manager for FAA's rotorcraft directorate'".

COMMENT - PALMAZ SAFETY AND AIRSPACE PROTECTION

The Airport Land Use and Planning Commission must weigh the overall increased risk potential and the safety of the surrounding community which is developed with hundreds of homes on small parcels and surrounded by mountainous, fire prone chaparral against the personal / recreational use of a helicopter when there is a public airport within a 20-minute drive from the applicant's property in determining whether this heliport is a neighborhood-compatible land use at this location or whether its denial would place an overriding undue burden on the applicant.

C) ENFORCEMENT 

Among the factors cited in community non-acceptance in the currently available research studies (ICBEN / DEFRA), "Nobody acts on complaints and poor community / airfield relations" plays a vital role.

In my extensive analysis: "ENFORCEMENT": (5/11/2017) in the record, I have shown that the conditions of this use permit are unenforceable because:

· of the specific location of the heliport, hidden from common view 


· compliance is entirely complaint driven - complaints which are impossible to document 


· of contradictory enforcement jurisdictions (FAA / County) as to what constitutes a  violation


· compliance relies solely on records maintained by the applicant who has a dismal use permit compliance record

· of the lack of a specific administrative infrastructure to field and act on complaints

· of the lack of an administrative infrastructure to analyze the applicant's records


Because "enforcement" relies solely on records maintained by the applicant, the applicant's prior record of compliance with use permit conditions is material. Such is egregious and well documented in the County of Napa. 

As the record shows, such compliance with building codes also extends to the conversion of an agricultural building to a hanger in Plumas County without a prior building permit.

COMMENT - PALMAZ ENFORCEMENT / COMMUNITY RELATIONS

The Airport Land Use and Planning Commission must recognize that this particular use permit is not solely a land use issue because it is inextricably conditioned to and contingent upon the applicant's behavior in the air. A use permit which runs with the land may not be contingent upon conditions in an area over which the FAA but not the County has no jurisdiction. More important, the conditions imposed by the County in the air do not violate FAA rules, nor are the applicant's voluntary self monitoring and reporting mechanisms mandated by it.

The impossibility of monitoring and enforcing adherence to the imposed conditions - both on land and in the air - on which the public relies is fundamental in determining whether this specific heliport is a neighborhood-compatible land use. 

At the same time the County may not offer enforcement assurances to the public which knowingly it is unable to fulfill.

D) AIRSPACE PROTECTION / IMPACTS ON FUTURE USES

The FAA characterizes certain land uses as incompatible to an airport. Among them:


· Residential development


· Bird attractants such as water features (wetlands, ponds, streams, golf courses, conservation easements)

· Bird attractant agricultural ones such as the raising of grains (vineyards are known bird attractants)

The Federal Airport and Airway Development Act FAA 14CF Part 150 states:


All non-mitigation measures applied to potential new incompatible development must clearly be preventive and serve the goal of preventing the introduction of additional incompatible land use.


FAA Airport Compliance Order 5190.6B states:

The FAA expects an airport sponsor to take appropriate actions to the extent reasonably possible to minimize incompatible land. Quite often, airport sponsors have a voice in the affairs of the community where an incompatible development is located or proposed. The sponsor should make an effort to ensure proper zoning or other land use controls are in place.

Due to their classification as Incompatible uses in the vicinity of a heliport, future bird attractant agricultural uses, including vineyards and irrigation ponds will be discouraged if not prohibited - in the least requiring ALUC review. Similarly per FAA guidelines, residences which are identified as incompatible land uses, will require new Building Code regulations for sound proofing of new or existing ones seeking additions or remodeling.

E) OVERLIGHTS / PROPERTY VALUES

Because the FAA considers a home's proximity to an airport a negative condition, it recommends and the State of California has adopted (AB. 2776) that it be included in a Real Estate Transfer Disclosure Statement.


The fact that home property values in the Napa valley are high as compared to other communities in California, is no proof that such disclosure does not negatively affect their value.

I have submitted in the record the study by Randall Bell, MIA: The Impact of Airport Noise on Residential Real Estate. This study considers the related findings in 27 other ones and concludes that the proximity of an airport has a negative effect on residential property values ranging from 2.5% to as high as 29% depending on distance from an airport and on "low to high-class" type housing, the latter being impacted the most.

While its degree fluctuates, it is an established fact that the proximity of an airport has a negative effect on residential property values.

COMMENT - PALMAZ FUTURE USES / PROPERT VALUES

The Airport Land Use and Planning Commission must weigh the negative impacts on residential property values and on future land uses including agriculture and residential development or remodeling - at the least subjecting them to ALUC review - in the vicinity of the heliport against the personal use of such when there is a public airport within a 20-minute drive and whether a denial constitutes an overriding undue burden on the applicant in determining whether this heliport is a neighborhood-compatible land use. 


F) COMMUNITY ATTITUDES

Based on public hearings attendance and testimony, the residents of the Hagen Road community are distinctly aware of the variety of negative impacts the proximity of a heliport will have on them and their properties.

As the approximately 100 attendees at each of the EIR scoping workshop, the first Planning Commission and the subsequent joint ALUC hearings, the immediate community is solidly opposed at the prospect of a nearby heliport.


The immediate vicinity addresses provided with the opportunity to submit petitions were:


· 3385 - 3960 Hagen Road

· 1212 - 2482 Third Avenue

· 1001 - 1289 Olive Hill Lane

· 1004 - 1176 Mt. George Avenue

73.9% of them submitted petitions in opposition to the proposed heliport. And 100% of those who cared to respond.

At the same time, there are 189 petitions in opposition within a half-mile radius of the proposed heliport (It is unknown how many have been aware of the application in order to submit a petition).

FAILURE TO CONSIDER THE WELL BEING OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD

On May 19, 2017, and in response to a lawsuit filed by residents in Camas County, Idaho, 5th District Judge Robert Elgee ruled that the Camas County commissioners violated state law when drafting an ordinance allowing individuals to obtain conditional use permits to build a private airport in agricultural-zoned county lands.

In his ruling, Judge Elgee said that Camas County showed a "complete disregard for property rights and the well being of the neighborhood".

COMMENT - PALMAZ / WELL BEING OF THE COMMUNITY

The well being of a community is a material consideration in determining whether a heliport at this site is a neighborhood-compatible land use.


G) POTENTIAL COMMUNITY BENEFITS


The applicant has argued that a heliport on Mount George would provide a landing site for emergency helicopters. Given the topography of the site, this is a poor argument. There are dozens of unimproved acres atop Mount George where a helicopter may land easily and safely including the unimproved site of the proposed heliport. The same applies to numerous sites at the Palmaz vineyard itself as well as at the neighboring Dunlap/Galbraith conservation easement, the Napa Valley Country Club, other vineyards, a horse ranch and others.

COMMENT - PALMAZ / COMMUNITY BENEFITS


As the research cited above has shown, had the community perceived this heliport as an element of increased safety, it would have embraced it rather than continue to oppose it.


H) GENERAL COMMENT - PALMAZ HELIPORT


It is beyond dispute that this heliport and its operation will diminish the overall quality of life of the Hagen Road community. This heliport:

· (A) will compromise the peaceful enjoyment of properties through noise 

· (B) will contribute to its anxiety, increase risk and compromise its safety

· (C) will have operational conditions which are unenforceable 

· (D) will restrict currently accepted agricultural land uses and building codes

· (E) will negatively impact surrounding home values 

At the same time, it will provide no public benefit which would justify such negative impacts.


The Airport Land Use and Planning Commission must make a reasoned and justifying argument why such negative impacts on the community (which are not "less than significant") are outweighed by the approval of a heliport for private and recreational uses, only a 20-minute drive from a public airport or why its denial would constitute an overriding undue burden on the applicant in determining whether this heliport is a neighborhood-compatible land use.

Enclosure: "ENFORCEMENT" 5/11/2017 by this author


NOTE: All other referenced studies, reports and documents are available in the public record



George Caloyannidis                                        

2202 Diamond Mountain Road


Calistoga, CA 94515                                                                                                                May 11, 2017


Dana Ayers


Napa County Planning


dana.ayers@countyofnapa.org


CC: Napa County Planning Commissioners

RE : Palmaz Private Heliport Application UP # P14-000261-UP


ENFORCEMENT

Following are comments in response to issues and questions regarding enforcement of the above Use-Permit raised by several members of the public and Planning Commissioners during the hearing of March 1st, 2017.

Since the County has not assumed the responsibility of monitoring the Amalia Palmaz Living Trust's (THE TRUST) adherence to the terms of this Use-Permit, it must be assumed that such adherence is solely complaint driven.

1) DOCUMENTATION AND COMPLAINT FILING PROCESS:

The filing of any complaint rising to the level of an investigation must include the following documentation:


1.1) ON THE GROUND VIOLATIONS:

Neighbors must document that the helicopter has exceeded the permitted number of landings and takeoffs.


Since both the original and alternative helipad locations are hidden from public view let alone open to public access for purposes of identification, it is impossible for any outside persons to document any landing or takeoff and distinguish it from other flying helicopters in the area.


If this condition of the Use-Permit cannot be documented by an independent party and if the County fails to assume that responsibility through a specific mechanism, such a complaint is impossible to file, rendering the possibility of an investigation moot.

1.2) IN THE AIR VIOLATIONS:

Adherence to the no-fly zone restrictions is equally impossible to document by an outside person on the ground. For a complaint to be credible enough to trigger an investigation, such person must document:

· The time of the incident.


· The exact location of the helicopter in relation to the no-fly zone.

· The identity of the helicopter.


Documenting the time of the incident places an undue burden on the community because it places it in constant alert having to monitor any and  all helicopter over-flights before distinguishing permitted from violating ones. 

It is obvious that it is impossible for any person on the ground to ascertain let alone document the exact location of a helicopter in relation to a no-fly zone. It is equally impossible for such person on the ground to photograph and identify the helicopter in the air, for an over flight which lasts only a few seconds.

In view of the above, it is practically impossible for an independent person on the ground to document a no-fly zone violation.


If this condition of the Use-Permit cannot be documented by an independent party and if the County fails to assume that responsibility through a credible mechanism, such a complaint is impossible to file, rendering an investigation and follow up enforcement impossible.

2) COMPLAINT FIELDING AGENCIES:

2.1) NAPA COUNTY (ON THE GROUND):


Since the County has jurisdiction of activities on the ground,  and notwithstanding (1.1), it is presumably the only one to field a complaint.


The County has not put forward a procedure or the administrative infrastructure charged with the responsibility to investigate, respond and act on such a complaint, nor has it put forward how it will respond to THE TRUST if its investigation were to substantiate such complaint.

2.2) FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION (IN THE AIR):


Since the County lacks jurisdiction and the means to enforce conditions itself has imposed in the air, and notwithstanding (1.2),  it must be presumed that any such complaint must be filed with the FAA. However, neither the number of landings and take-offs nor the no-fly zone restrictions are ones mandated by the FAA. 


Since the Use-Permit restrictions are not mandated by the FAA, it is obvious that the burden of investigating in the air Use-Permit violations falls entirely on the County.

The County has not put forward a procedure or the administrative infrastructure charged with the responsibility to effectively document,  investigate and enforce in the air Use-Permit violations.

NOTE: Municipalities such as Torrance, CA, the Hamptons NY and others around the world, have created special departments to field, investigate, respond and take action to helicopter over flight complaints.


3) RELIANCE ON DATA SOLELY CONTROLED BY THE TRUST:


According to the application, THE TRUST: "Agrees to create a flight log summary at the conclusion of each flight that includes the time of each flight, number of landings and  flight duration. That data would be provided to the County on a quarterly basis".

THE TRUST also agrees to: "A surveillance system consisting of GPS position tracking and in-cockpit video/voice recording which would record the arrival and departure of flights to and from the heliport".

And: "If the County receives a no-fly zone intrusion complaint, the County would use the flight log data to determine if the Palmaz helicopter was operational. If it was not operational, no further action would be taken. If it was operational, the applicant would provide to the County the GPS tracking and recording data discussed above to demonstrate compliance with the use permit".

Any Use-Permit the enforcement of which relies solely on data provided by any applicant with no ability by the County to independently verify the accuracy of such data is not a complete and credible Use-Permit. This is especially troubling in this application as no member of the public under a "complaint driven system" has the ability to adequately document violations which would trigger an investigation.


3.1) PILOT'S LICENSE:


Mr. Christian Palmaz (not the actual applicant) testified at the hearing that if he were not to abide by the County imposed Use-Permit conditions he would lose his pilot license. The implication is that the FAA is the enforcement authority over the helicopter pilot's adherence to these in the air conditions.

This is incorrect. Since such conditions are not required by the FAA for private use helicopters, violating them would not constitute grounds for a pilot's license revocation by the FAA. 

3.2) LOG SUMMARY:


The Use-Permit condition by which THE TRUST is required to maintain a flight log summary is completely under the control of THE TRUST the completeness or accuracy of which are not independently verifiable. Further, the County has failed to put forward a mechanism demonstrating  that it has the expertise and means with which it can analyze the data submitted to it. If the County plans to engage the services of an outside agency to do so, such agency must be identified and the projected costs involved must be made part of the record.

3.3) GPS TRACKING:


There are a number of GPS tracking systems on the market. 


Flight Data Recorders (FDR, so called "black box") are only mandated for commercial aircraft. Others, less expensive ones only record the location of an aircraft with varying degrees of accuracy. None of them are required for helicopters by the FAA.

 FDRs cannot be disconnected by a pilot and their data can only be analyzed at locations with the sophisticated equipment to perform such analyses. We do not believe THE TRUST contemplates the installation of an FDR - a device of substantial weight - nor that it would be willing to fly the helicopter to designated locations for data analyses.


It is more likely that the contemplated device is a much less sophisticated portable GPS location recorder. However such recorders may be connected and disconnected at the discretion of the pilot. Disconnecting such a device does not violate any FAA requirement. As such, data recorded on such a device are not independently verifiable as being comprehensive.

Further, the County has failed to put forward a mechanism demonstrating its ability to analyze the data provided it. If the County plans to engage the services of an outside agency to do so, such agency must be identified and the projected costs involved must be made part of the record.

In addition, the County has not put forward a monitoring system which ensures that such GPS recording device is connected at all times.


3.4) NO-FLY ZONE INTRUSION:


· THE TRUST proposes that the County investigate such intrusion following a complaint. As discussed (1), such complaint is only theoretic and in pracice impossible to file with credible supporting documentation.


· The County would investigate an intrusion only if at the time of the alleged intrusion, the helicopter was operational. This again relies solely on records maintained by THE TRUST  which are not independently verifiable.


· If the helicopter was found to have been operational, the GPS tracking and recording data would be analyzed by the County. Such data are not independently verifiable for completeness, neither has the County put forward a mechanism to demonstrate its ability to analyze them.


· While the County would take no action if the helicopter were to have been found not operational, it fails to identify what action it would take if it were to have been found operational. 


· The County has failed to put forward the procedure it would employ in verifying the validity of the complaint (data analysis etc) and what action it would take if it found the complaint to be valid.

· At the TRUST'S discretion, the no-fly zone may be violated depending on the TRUST'S sole assessment on whether such intrusion is necessary due to safety reasons. Again, it is impossible to independently verify whether the TRUST'S assessment was valid and necessary at the time or 

whether it was not invoked as an excuse to justify any no-fly zone violation it engaged in for other reasons.


The entire body of THE TRUST'S "Voluntary Enforcement Tracking" (EIR 2.1) is completely under its sole control and not independently verifiable. Neither failure to maintain any of them constitutes FAA enforceable violations.

3.5) NON-COMMERCIAL USES:


The original Use-Permit Application was submitted by Palmaz Family Vineyards. Subsequently, the word "Vineyards" was replaced with "Residence". One must assume this change was precipitated when THE TRUST became aware that landings at wineries for its intended use is prohibited. In addition, commercial uses in the Agricultural Watershed are prohibited in Napa County. However, THE TRUST'S true intent is questionable in view of the following:

· The pilot's license issued by the FAA is in the name of "Christian Palmaz, President of Palmaz Vineyards", the President of a commercial entity.


· The Bell 429 helicopter the TRUST is seeking to land on its residential property is owned and licensed under the name of "Cedar Knolls Vineyards Inc, DBA Palmaz Vineyards" a Delaware corporation and a commercial enterprise.

· The Amalia B. Palmaz Living Trust itself is registered in San Antonio Texas.


· Said helicopter will be primarily used for travel to and from the Genesee Valley Ranch LLC (Limited Liability Company) in Plumas County, CA , to manage a commercial cattle ranch with adjacent home.

· The two parcels (primary and alternative) for which the Use-Permit is being sought, are both immediately adjacent to the Palmaz Vineyard and Winery.


Only information regarding the manner in which these various entities report the Bell helicopter expenses in their respective tax returns will provide credible information as to whether they have been commercial or private.


In view of the fact that all entities for which this Use-Permit THE TRUST has applied for are  commercial entities in addition to the proximity of the proposed heliport sites to a winery, the question arises whether anybody will have the ability to monitor compliance to non-commercial activities. 


Since enforcement is proposed to be complaint driven, it is practically impossible for any member of the public to compile comprehensive evidence of commercial uses at either sites to trigger a complaint.

3.6) TRUSTEES RESIDENCY AND ABILITY TO MANAGE USE PERMIT CONDITIONS


THE TRUST has not been made public. Since the County relies on its Trustees for the adherence to the Use-Permit conditions it is imperative that the primary residencies  be made public. If such residencies are in another State, they would be required to be absent from the Hagen Road home for more than 50% of the time which cannot assure their ability to manage the Use-Permit conditions.

THE TRUST and the legal primary residences of its Trustees must be made public. Even so, subsequent changes to THE TRUST will not require County approval.


4) VOLUNTARY ENFORCEMENT TRACKING:

The entire Section 2.1 of the EIR: "Applicant's Voluntary Enforcement Tracking" is problematic in its ambiguous language:


If the proposed tracking program is a mandatory condition of the Use-Permit, it may not be described as "voluntary". Describing it as "voluntary" merely confirms that it is not a FAA requirement and as such, THE TRUST may opt out of it at any time. 

5) THE TRUST'S CREDIBILITY:


Assuming that the Enforcement Tracking is mandatory rather than voluntary, and as is already in the public record inserted by myself and others, THE TRUST has engaged in some of the most egregious land use violations in the past exhibiting patent disregard for the law.

Placing adherence to the terms of the Use-Permit entirely in the hands of THE TRUST with a complete lack of an independent verification mechanism is not credible for any Use-Permit but particularly given THE TRUST'S past Use-Permit noncompliance record. 


CONCLUSION: 

USE-PERMIT COMPLIANCE IS UNENFORCEABLE

I reviewing this application, the County has failed to insure the public that by granting this Use-Permit: 

· Its "complaint driven" enforcement mechanism is realistic. It is obviously based on theoretic but unrealistic assumptions; therefore nonexistent. 

· It has the ability to independently verify THE TRUST-provided voluntary compliance data.

· It has put in place the administrative infrastructure to field, investigate and act on complaints.


· It has put in place specific procedures in the way it monitors, analyzes and verifies data provided by THE TRUST or by a complainant. 


· It has put in place specific actions when THE TRUST is found not to adhere to the terms of the Use-Permit.

· It has properly accounted for the costs of the enforcement administration of this Use-Permit. 

The enforcement mechanism is an essential part of a Use-Permit. This is what is implied by the word "permit".


This particular Use-Permit is unenforceable unless the County is prepared to employ complex monitoring, analyses and action procedures along with the necessary administrative infrastructure to field and analyze flight data and its associated costs, all of  which it must specify in the record, and subject to public comment.

The County may not grant a Use-Permit when fully aware that in practice non-compliance to its conditions is impossible  to monitor, impossible to document and that in its entirety is impossible to enforce.



George Caloyannidis                                          
2202 Diamond Mountain Road 
Calistoga, CA 94515                                                                                                                  June 8, 2017                                                                       
 
TO: The Napa County Planning Commission and Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) 
       John McDowell:   (john.mcdowell@countyofnapa.org) 
       Melissa Frost:       (melissa.frost@countyofnapa.org) 
       Dana Ayers:          (dana.ayers@countyofnapa.org) 
 
 
RE: Palmaz Use Permit Application P14-00261 
 
Dear Commissioners: 
 
In anticipation of the future yet to be scheduled ALUC hearing, I herewith address the particular 
issues within the related Napa County voluminous record which lie within the domain of the 
ALUC's authority to render its decision for approval or denial of this application. 
 
According to the Napa County Airport Land Use Planning Handbook, 2002: The Commission will 
evaluate the adequacy of the facility to the extent that it affects surrounding land use (not 
amended in 2012). 
 
The factors affecting compatibility are: 
 

• Noise 
• Safety; Minimizing Risks 
• Airspace Protection; Restrictions on Hazards to Flight 
• Overflight; Impacts on the Community 

 
A) NOISE  PERCEPTION / ANNOYANCE  
 
ACOUSTIC NOISE 
 
The EIR engineering noise impact study submitted by the applicant is based on generic noise 
contours of the Bell 429 helicopter. These noise contours do not account for the noise 
amplification due to the particular configuration of the Hagen Road canyon bounded by Mount 
George. 
Several residents testified about the highly intrusive loudness of helicopter overflights in that 
canyon. 
I have submitted in the record (available for your review) a video and sound recording of the 
applicant's helicopter actual takeoff in a canyon terrain very similar to that of Hagen Road at his 
ranch in Genesee Valley, Plumas County. The Commissioners can see and hear the tremendous 



overflight noise impact this helicopter has in a canyon setting. This is the actual, not the 
engineer- projected noise impact. 
 
Ms. Elisa Adler, a resident of Genesee Valley living 2 miles as the bird flies from the Palmaz 
heliport has submitted a letter into the record describing the devastating effect the Palmaz 
flights are having on her family's life. 
 
NON-ACOUSTIC NOISE FACTORS 
 
I have entered into the record the following noise studies relating to alternative effects of 
helicopter generated noise:  
 

• ICBEN 9th International Congress on Helicopter Noise as a Public Health Problem, 2008 
Foxwoods CT  

• DEFRA Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, Research Into the 
Improvement of the Management of Helicopter Noise, 2008 Scottish Government 

• Aviation Week, London's Heliport Strives to be Neighborly, 2014 
 
Both the ICBEN and DEFRA research studies agree in summary that: 
 

• In terms of acoustical factors, the impulsive nature of helicopters or blade slap are not 
accounted for in sound evaluation studies and that it ought to be weighted from 10 to 
15 dB (ICBEN). 

• Accordingly, the Mugridge et al. (2000) referenced study at RAF Shawbury indicated "no 
clear correlation between traditional acoustic parameters and soundscape perception 
and acceptance" of helicopter generated noise. 

• Similarly, the Leverton & Pike referenced study (2007) concludes that "specific 
properties of the helicopter sound are not accounted for by conventional rating 
procedures and it is these properties that are among the major sources of annoyance for 
the community". 

• That the effect of sound frequencies and the impulsive nature of helicopter sound are 
not accounted for has also been acknowledged by the FAA in its 2004 report to the U.S. 
Congress, though it continues to use the DNL sound level. 

 
Most important, the research studies have identified non-acoustic factors  also known as virtual 
noise as contributing to disturbance and annoyance in communities. In fact, they have been 
acknowledged as being  "of equal or greater importance". ICBEN identifies the following 
contributing specific factors: 
 

• Negative reaction to leisure flying 
• Poor community / airfield relations 
• Fear of crashes 
• Nobody acts on complaints 



• Aircraft are flying too low 
• Intrusion, distress, startle, disturbance, locus of control 

 
Similar findings are cited in the California Airport Land Use Planning Handbook, 2002 (not 
amended in 2012): 
 

• Chapter 7-12: Attitudes regarding the importance of the activity associated with the 
noise. 

• Chapter 9-11: The potential personal or societal benefits to be gained from the activity 
involved. 

 
The Palmaz noise report and EIR have failed to account for the importance of these generally 
accepted non-acoustic factors in evaluating the effects of helicopter generated noise. 
 
WIDE OPPOSITION TO HELICOPTER NOISE 
 
The city of London with a population of 13 million has only one public use heliport facility. The 
reason as reported in Aviation Week is: "There have been numerous attempts to build 
additional public-use heliports in London but all have failed due in large measure to a wave of 
opposition from residents over noise concerns". 
 
Several communities throughout the U.S. have set up agencies to field the mounting helicopter 
complaints and investigate them. Some are at Long Island North Fork, the Hamptons, the 
Hollywood Hills, Torrance CA and others. Sen. Diane Feinstein and Rep. Adam Schiff have 
introduced Bills S.208 and HB.456 demanding Congressional helicopter-specific noise 
regulation, as has Sen. Chuck Schumer seeking restrictive legislation over Long Island helicopter 
overflights.  
 
This is one more proof that given identical noise contours, helicopter noise is much more 
intrusive than that of ordinary aircraft. 
 
As corroborated by the studies cited above, while there is public acceptance of helicopter noise 
for flights which provide a public benefit (fire fighting, criminal pursuit, hospital and rescue), the 
Palmaz heliport, solely for the applicant's convenience and recreation (in addition to the 
applicant's poor community relations) fails to garner even minimal neighborhood acceptance. 
 
COMMENT - PALMAZ NOISE IMPACTS 
 
The Airport Land Use and Planning Commission must weigh the noise related negative 
impacts (both acoustic and virtual) on the surrounding community against the personal / 
recreational use of a helicopter when there is a public airport within a 20-minute drive from 
the applicant's property in determining whether this heliport is a neighborhood-compatible 
land use at this location or whether its denial places an overriding undue burden on the 
applicant.  



 
B) SAFETY / AIRSPACE PROTECTION / RISK PERCEPTION  
 
According to the Report "Hellish Copters, Why Are Helicopters Always Crashing" compiled by 
Christopher Beam with input from the Crouse Law Offices, the Flight Safety Foundation, 
Helicopter Association International and the National Transportation Safety Board:  "Helicopters 
crash about 35% more often per hour in the air than the average aircraft". 
 
Similarly, according to the California Airport Land Use Handbook (not amended in 2012): 
 

• Chapter 8-25: 37% of helicopter accidents are taking place within 1 mile of a landing site 
whether be at an airport, a heliport or other location.  

• Chapter 8-6 (Bar-graph): 55% of all aircraft fatal accidents occur within 2 miles of an 
airport and 72% within 4 miles of an airport. 

• Chapter 9-16: Greater risks are also tolerated when more benefit is to be gained from 
the activity. 

 
BIRD STRIKES 
 
Chapter 9-56: Any land uses which can attract birds should be avoided but those which are 
artificial attractors are particularly inappropriate because they generally need not be located 
near airports. The identified uses are: 
 

• Golf courses with water hazards (Napa Valley Country Club golf course) 
• Wetlands (Wetlands, streams and 7 ponds are in the immediate vicinity) 
• Landscaping, particularly water features (Napa Valley Country Club) 
• Wildlife refuges (the adjacent Dunlap/Galbraith Napa Valley Land Trust Conservation 

Easement) 
• Agriculture, especially cereal grains (Grapes/vineyards are known bird attractants) 

 
All of the above are already present in the immediate vicinity of the proposed heliport but since 
they pre-date the proposed heliport they are they cannot be mitigated. 
 
The Dunlap/Galbraith Napa Valley Land Trust Conservation Easement reported the existence of 
61 different bird species including - and neighbors have observed - the presence of particularly 
dangerous Red Tale Hawks, Blue Herons, Ospreys, Turkey Vultures, Wood Ducks, Canadian 
Geese, Golden Eagles and Wild Turkeys.  
 
ASSOCIATED PRESS 12/2015: DANGEROUS HELICOPTER-BIRD STRIKES INCREASE 
 
"There have been 204 reported helicopter bird strikes in 2013, a 68% increase over 2009 and a 
700% increase over the early 2000s. Large bird populations are on the rise in North America. The 
Canada Goose population in the U.S. and Canada increased from about 500,000 in 1980 to 3.8 



million in 2013 and the North American Snow Goose population increased from about 2.1 
million to 6.6 million (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service). Other large-bird species with rising 
populations include Bald Eagles, Wild Turkeys, Turkey Vultures, American White Pelicans, 
Double-Crested Cormorants, Sandhill Cranes, Blue Herons and Ospreys. 
Fixed wing aircraft serious bird strikes have been dropping, in part because of efforts to keep 
airports and their surroundings free of large birds (clearly not possible here). The reverse is true 
of helicopters which fly at lower altitudes around lots of birds. 
"'The data we have is showing we have been very, very lucky, and it's only a matter of time 
before we start seeing fatalities," said Jorge Castillo, regulations and policy manager for 
FAA's rotorcraft directorate'". 
 
COMMENT - PALMAZ SAFETY AND AIRSPACE PROTECTION 
 
The Airport Land Use and Planning Commission must weigh the overall increased risk 
potential and the safety of the surrounding community which is developed with hundreds of 
homes on small parcels and surrounded by mountainous, fire prone chaparral against the 
personal / recreational use of a helicopter when there is a public airport within a 20-minute 
drive from the applicant's property in determining whether this heliport is a neighborhood-
compatible land use at this location or whether its denial would place an overriding undue 
burden on the applicant. 
 
C) ENFORCEMENT  
 
Among the factors cited in community non-acceptance in the currently available research 
studies (ICBEN / DEFRA), "Nobody acts on complaints and poor community / airfield relations" 
plays a vital role. 
  
In my extensive analysis: "ENFORCEMENT": (5/11/2017) in the record, I have shown that the 
conditions of this use permit are unenforceable because: 
 

• of the specific location of the heliport, hidden from common view  
• compliance is entirely complaint driven - complaints which are impossible to document  
• of contradictory enforcement jurisdictions (FAA / County) as to what constitutes a  

violation 
• compliance relies solely on records maintained by the applicant who has a dismal use 

permit compliance record 
• of the lack of a specific administrative infrastructure to field and act on complaints 
• of the lack of an administrative infrastructure to analyze the applicant's records 

 
Because "enforcement" relies solely on records maintained by the applicant, the applicant's 
prior record of compliance with use permit conditions is material. Such is egregious and well 
documented in the County of Napa.  



As the record shows, such compliance with building codes also extends to the conversion of an 
agricultural building to a hanger in Plumas County without a prior building permit. 
 
COMMENT - PALMAZ ENFORCEMENT / COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
 
The Airport Land Use and Planning Commission must recognize that this particular use permit 
is not solely a land use issue because it is inextricably conditioned to and contingent upon the 
applicant's behavior in the air. A use permit which runs with the land may not be contingent 
upon conditions in an area over which the FAA but not the County has no jurisdiction. More 
important, the conditions imposed by the County in the air do not violate FAA rules, nor are 
the applicant's voluntary self monitoring and reporting mechanisms mandated by it. 
 
The impossibility of monitoring and enforcing adherence to the imposed conditions - both on 
land and in the air - on which the public relies is fundamental in determining whether this 
specific heliport is a neighborhood-compatible land use.  
 
At the same time the County may not offer enforcement assurances to the public which 
knowingly it is unable to fulfill. 
 
D) AIRSPACE PROTECTION / IMPACTS ON FUTURE USES 
 
The FAA characterizes certain land uses as incompatible to an airport. Among them: 
 

• Residential development 
• Bird attractants such as water features (wetlands, ponds, streams, golf courses, 

conservation easements) 
• Bird attractant agricultural ones such as the raising of grains (vineyards are known bird 

attractants) 
 
The Federal Airport and Airway Development Act FAA 14CF Part 150 states: 
 
All non-mitigation measures applied to potential new incompatible development must clearly be 
preventive and serve the goal of preventing the introduction of additional incompatible land 
use. 
 
FAA Airport Compliance Order 5190.6B states: 
 
The FAA expects an airport sponsor to take appropriate actions to the extent reasonably 
possible to minimize incompatible land. Quite often, airport sponsors have a voice in the affairs 
of the community where an incompatible development is located or proposed. The sponsor 
should make an effort to ensure proper zoning or other land use controls are in place. 
   



Due to their classification as Incompatible uses in the vicinity of a heliport, future bird 
attractant agricultural uses, including vineyards and irrigation ponds will be discouraged if 
not prohibited - in the least requiring ALUC review. Similarly per FAA guidelines, residences 
which are identified as incompatible land uses, will require new Building Code regulations for 
sound proofing of new or existing ones seeking additions or remodeling. 
 
E) OVERLIGHTS / PROPERTY VALUES 
 
Because the FAA considers a home's proximity to an airport a negative condition, it 
recommends and the State of California has adopted (AB. 2776) that it be included in a Real 
Estate Transfer Disclosure Statement. 
 
The fact that home property values in the Napa valley are high as compared to other 
communities in California, is no proof that such disclosure does not negatively affect their 
value. 
 
I have submitted in the record the study by Randall Bell, MIA: The Impact of Airport Noise on 
Residential Real Estate. This study considers the related findings in 27 other ones and concludes 
that the proximity of an airport has a negative effect on residential property values ranging 
from 2.5% to as high as 29% depending on distance from an airport and on "low to high-class" 
type housing, the latter being impacted the most. 
 
While its degree fluctuates, it is an established fact that the proximity of an airport has a 
negative effect on residential property values. 
 
COMMENT - PALMAZ FUTURE USES / PROPERT VALUES 
 
The Airport Land Use and Planning Commission must weigh the negative impacts on 
residential property values and on future land uses including agriculture and residential 
development or remodeling - at the least subjecting them to ALUC review - in the vicinity of 
the heliport against the personal use of such when there is a public airport within a 20-
minute drive and whether a denial constitutes an overriding undue burden on the applicant 
in determining whether this heliport is a neighborhood-compatible land use.  
 
F) COMMUNITY ATTITUDES 
 
Based on public hearings attendance and testimony, the residents of the Hagen Road 
community are distinctly aware of the variety of negative impacts the proximity of a heliport 
will have on them and their properties. 
 
As the approximately 100 attendees at each of the EIR scoping workshop, the first Planning 
Commission and the subsequent joint ALUC hearings, the immediate community is solidly 
opposed at the prospect of a nearby heliport. 



 
The immediate vicinity addresses provided with the opportunity to submit petitions were: 
 

• 3385 - 3960 Hagen Road 
• 1212 - 2482 Third Avenue 
• 1001 - 1289 Olive Hill Lane 
• 1004 - 1176 Mt. George Avenue 

 
73.9% of them submitted petitions in opposition to the proposed heliport. And 100% of those 
who cared to respond. 
  
At the same time, there are 189 petitions in opposition within a half-mile radius of the 
proposed heliport (It is unknown how many have been aware of the application in order to 
submit a petition). 
 
FAILURE TO CONSIDER THE WELL BEING OF THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
 
On May 19, 2017, and in response to a lawsuit filed by residents in Camas County, Idaho, 5th 
District Judge Robert Elgee ruled that the Camas County commissioners violated state law when 
drafting an ordinance allowing individuals to obtain conditional use permits to build a private 
airport in agricultural-zoned county lands. 
 
In his ruling, Judge Elgee said that Camas County showed a "complete disregard for property 
rights and the well being of the neighborhood". 
 
COMMENT - PALMAZ / WELL BEING OF THE COMMUNITY 
 
The well being of a community is a material consideration in determining whether a heliport 
at this site is a neighborhood-compatible land use. 
 
G) POTENTIAL COMMUNITY BENEFITS 
 
The applicant has argued that a heliport on Mount George would provide a landing site for 
emergency helicopters. Given the topography of the site, this is a poor argument. There are 
dozens of unimproved acres atop Mount George where a helicopter may land easily and safely 
including the unimproved site of the proposed heliport. The same applies to numerous sites at 
the Palmaz vineyard itself as well as at the neighboring Dunlap/Galbraith conservation 
easement, the Napa Valley Country Club, other vineyards, a horse ranch and others. 
 
COMMENT - PALMAZ / COMMUNITY BENEFITS 
 
As the research cited above has shown, had the community perceived this heliport as an 
element of increased safety, it would have embraced it rather than continue to oppose it. 



H) GENERAL COMMENT - PALMAZ HELIPORT 
 
It is beyond dispute that this heliport and its operation will diminish the overall quality of life 
of the Hagen Road community. This heliport: 
 

• (A) will compromise the peaceful enjoyment of properties through noise  
• (B) will contribute to its anxiety, increase risk and compromise its safety 
• (C) will have operational conditions which are unenforceable  
• (D) will restrict currently accepted agricultural land uses and building codes 
• (E) will negatively impact surrounding home values  

 
At the same time, it will provide no public benefit which would justify such negative impacts. 

 
The Airport Land Use and Planning Commission must make a reasoned and justifying 
argument why such negative impacts on the community (which are not "less than 
significant") are outweighed by the approval of a heliport for private and recreational uses, 
only a 20-minute drive from a public airport or why its denial would constitute an overriding 
undue burden on the applicant in determining whether this heliport is a neighborhood-
compatible land use. 
 
 
Enclosure: "ENFORCEMENT" 5/11/2017 by this author 
 
NOTE: All other referenced studies, reports and documents are available in the public record 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 



George Caloyannidis                                         
2202 Diamond Mountain Road 
Calistoga, CA 94515                                                                                                                May 11, 2017 
 
Dana Ayers 
Napa County Planning 
dana.ayers@countyofnapa.org 
 
CC: Napa County Planning Commissioners 
 
RE : Palmaz Private Heliport Application UP # P14-000261-UP 
 

ENFORCEMENT 

Following are comments in response to issues and questions regarding enforcement of the above Use-
Permit raised by several members of the public and Planning Commissioners during the hearing of 
March 1st, 2017. 

Since the County has not assumed the responsibility of monitoring the Amalia Palmaz Living Trust's (THE 
TRUST) adherence to the terms of this Use-Permit, it must be assumed that such adherence is solely 
complaint driven. 

1) DOCUMENTATION AND COMPLAINT FILING PROCESS: 

The filing of any complaint rising to the level of an investigation must include the following 
documentation: 

1.1) ON THE GROUND VIOLATIONS: 

Neighbors must document that the helicopter has exceeded the permitted number of landings and 
takeoffs. 

Since both the original and alternative helipad locations are hidden from public view let alone open to 
public access for purposes of identification, it is impossible for any outside persons to document any 
landing or takeoff and distinguish it from other flying helicopters in the area. 

If this condition of the Use-Permit cannot be documented by an independent party and if the County 
fails to assume that responsibility through a specific mechanism, such a complaint is impossible to file, 
rendering the possibility of an investigation moot. 

1.2) IN THE AIR VIOLATIONS: 

Adherence to the no-fly zone restrictions is equally impossible to document by an outside person on the 
ground. For a complaint to be credible enough to trigger an investigation, such person must document: 



• The time of the incident. 
• The exact location of the helicopter in relation to the no-fly zone. 
• The identity of the helicopter. 

Documenting the time of the incident places an undue burden on the community because it places it in 
constant alert having to monitor any and  all helicopter over-flights before distinguishing permitted from 
violating ones.  

It is obvious that it is impossible for any person on the ground to ascertain let alone document the exact 
location of a helicopter in relation to a no-fly zone. It is equally impossible for such person on the ground 
to photograph and identify the helicopter in the air, for an over flight which lasts only a few seconds. 

In view of the above, it is practically impossible for an independent person on the ground to 
document a no-fly zone violation. 

If this condition of the Use-Permit cannot be documented by an independent party and if the County 
fails to assume that responsibility through a credible mechanism, such a complaint is impossible to 
file, rendering an investigation and follow up enforcement impossible. 

2) COMPLAINT FIELDING AGENCIES: 

2.1) NAPA COUNTY (ON THE GROUND): 

Since the County has jurisdiction of activities on the ground,  and notwithstanding (1.1), it is presumably 
the only one to field a complaint. 

The County has not put forward a procedure or the administrative infrastructure charged with the 
responsibility to investigate, respond and act on such a complaint, nor has it put forward how it will 
respond to THE TRUST if its investigation were to substantiate such complaint. 

2.2) FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION (IN THE AIR): 

Since the County lacks jurisdiction and the means to enforce conditions itself has imposed in the air, and 
notwithstanding (1.2),  it must be presumed that any such complaint must be filed with the FAA. 
However, neither the number of landings and take-offs nor the no-fly zone restrictions are ones 
mandated by the FAA.  

Since the Use-Permit restrictions are not mandated by the FAA, it is obvious that the burden of 
investigating in the air Use-Permit violations falls entirely on the County. 

The County has not put forward a procedure or the administrative infrastructure charged with the 
responsibility to effectively document,  investigate and enforce in the air Use-Permit violations. 

NOTE: Municipalities such as Torrance, CA, the Hamptons NY and others around the world, have created 
special departments to field, investigate, respond and take action to helicopter over flight complaints. 



 

3) RELIANCE ON DATA SOLELY CONTROLED BY THE TRUST: 

According to the application, THE TRUST: "Agrees to create a flight log summary at the conclusion of 
each flight that includes the time of each flight, number of landings and  flight duration. That data would 
be provided to the County on a quarterly basis". 

THE TRUST also agrees to: "A surveillance system consisting of GPS position tracking and in-cockpit 
video/voice recording which would record the arrival and departure of flights to and from the heliport". 

And: "If the County receives a no-fly zone intrusion complaint, the County would use the flight log data 
to determine if the Palmaz helicopter was operational. If it was not operational, no further action would 
be taken. If it was operational, the applicant would provide to the County the GPS tracking and 
recording data discussed above to demonstrate compliance with the use permit". 

Any Use-Permit the enforcement of which relies solely on data provided by any applicant with no 
ability by the County to independently verify the accuracy of such data is not a complete and credible 
Use-Permit. This is especially troubling in this application as no member of the public under a 
"complaint driven system" has the ability to adequately document violations which would trigger an 
investigation. 

3.1) PILOT'S LICENSE: 

Mr. Christian Palmaz (not the actual applicant) testified at the hearing that if he were not to abide by 
the County imposed Use-Permit conditions he would lose his pilot license. The implication is that the 
FAA is the enforcement authority over the helicopter pilot's adherence to these in the air conditions. 

This is incorrect. Since such conditions are not required by the FAA for private use helicopters, 
violating them would not constitute grounds for a pilot's license revocation by the FAA.  

3.2) LOG SUMMARY: 

The Use-Permit condition by which THE TRUST is required to maintain a flight log summary is 
completely under the control of THE TRUST the completeness or accuracy of which are not 
independently verifiable. Further, the County has failed to put forward a mechanism demonstrating  
that it has the expertise and means with which it can analyze the data submitted to it. If the County 
plans to engage the services of an outside agency to do so, such agency must be identified and the 
projected costs involved must be made part of the record. 

3.3) GPS TRACKING: 

There are a number of GPS tracking systems on the market.  



Flight Data Recorders (FDR, so called "black box") are only mandated for commercial aircraft. Others, 
less expensive ones only record the location of an aircraft with varying degrees of accuracy. None of 
them are required for helicopters by the FAA. 

 FDRs cannot be disconnected by a pilot and their data can only be analyzed at locations with the 
sophisticated equipment to perform such analyses. We do not believe THE TRUST contemplates the 
installation of an FDR - a device of substantial weight - nor that it would be willing to fly the helicopter to 
designated locations for data analyses. 

It is more likely that the contemplated device is a much less sophisticated portable GPS location recorder. 
However such recorders may be connected and disconnected at the discretion of the pilot. Disconnecting 
such a device does not violate any FAA requirement. As such, data recorded on such a device are not 
independently verifiable as being comprehensive. 

Further, the County has failed to put forward a mechanism demonstrating its ability to analyze the 
data provided it. If the County plans to engage the services of an outside agency to do so, such agency 
must be identified and the projected costs involved must be made part of the record. 

In addition, the County has not put forward a monitoring system which ensures that such GPS 
recording device is connected at all times. 

3.4) NO-FLY ZONE INTRUSION: 

• THE TRUST proposes that the County investigate such intrusion following a complaint. As 
discussed (1), such complaint is only theoretic and in pracice impossible to file with credible 
supporting documentation. 

• The County would investigate an intrusion only if at the time of the alleged intrusion, the 
helicopter was operational. This again relies solely on records maintained by THE TRUST  which 
are not independently verifiable. 

• If the helicopter was found to have been operational, the GPS tracking and recording data would 
be analyzed by the County. Such data are not independently verifiable for completeness, neither 
has the County put forward a mechanism to demonstrate its ability to analyze them. 

• While the County would take no action if the helicopter were to have been found not 
operational, it fails to identify what action it would take if it were to have been found 
operational.  

• The County has failed to put forward the procedure it would employ in verifying the validity of 
the complaint (data analysis etc) and what action it would take if it found the complaint to be 
valid. 

 
• At the TRUST'S discretion, the no-fly zone may be violated depending on the TRUST'S sole 

assessment on whether such intrusion is necessary due to safety reasons. Again, it is impossible 
to independently verify whether the TRUST'S assessment was valid and necessary at the time or  
 



 
 
whether it was not invoked as an excuse to justify any no-fly zone violation it engaged in for 
other reasons. 

The entire body of THE TRUST'S "Voluntary Enforcement Tracking" (EIR 2.1) is completely under its 
sole control and not independently verifiable. Neither failure to maintain any of them constitutes FAA 
enforceable violations. 

3.5) NON-COMMERCIAL USES: 

The original Use-Permit Application was submitted by Palmaz Family Vineyards. Subsequently, the word 
"Vineyards" was replaced with "Residence". One must assume this change was precipitated when THE 
TRUST became aware that landings at wineries for its intended use is prohibited. In addition, commercial 
uses in the Agricultural Watershed are prohibited in Napa County. However, THE TRUST'S true intent is 
questionable in view of the following: 
 

• The pilot's license issued by the FAA is in the name of "Christian Palmaz, President of Palmaz 
Vineyards", the President of a commercial entity. 

• The Bell 429 helicopter the TRUST is seeking to land on its residential property is owned and 
licensed under the name of "Cedar Knolls Vineyards Inc, DBA Palmaz Vineyards" a Delaware 
corporation and a commercial enterprise. 

• The Amalia B. Palmaz Living Trust itself is registered in San Antonio Texas. 
• Said helicopter will be primarily used for travel to and from the Genesee Valley Ranch LLC 

(Limited Liability Company) in Plumas County, CA , to manage a commercial cattle ranch with 
adjacent home. 

• The two parcels (primary and alternative) for which the Use-Permit is being sought, are both 
immediately adjacent to the Palmaz Vineyard and Winery. 

 
Only information regarding the manner in which these various entities report the Bell helicopter 
expenses in their respective tax returns will provide credible information as to whether they have been 
commercial or private. 
 
In view of the fact that all entities for which this Use-Permit THE TRUST has applied for are  
commercial entities in addition to the proximity of the proposed heliport sites to a winery, the 
question arises whether anybody will have the ability to monitor compliance to non-commercial 
activities.  
Since enforcement is proposed to be complaint driven, it is practically impossible for any member of 
the public to compile comprehensive evidence of commercial uses at either sites to trigger a 
complaint. 
 
 



3.6) TRUSTEES RESIDENCY AND ABILITY TO MANAGE USE PERMIT CONDITIONS 
 
THE TRUST has not been made public. Since the County relies on its Trustees for the adherence to the 
Use-Permit conditions it is imperative that the primary residencies  be made public. If such residencies 
are in another State, they would be required to be absent from the Hagen Road home for more than 
50% of the time which cannot assure their ability to manage the Use-Permit conditions. 
 
THE TRUST and the legal primary residences of its Trustees must be made public. Even so, subsequent 
changes to THE TRUST will not require County approval. 
 
4) VOLUNTARY ENFORCEMENT TRACKING: 

The entire Section 2.1 of the EIR: "Applicant's Voluntary Enforcement Tracking" is problematic in its 
ambiguous language: 

If the proposed tracking program is a mandatory condition of the Use-Permit, it may not be described 
as "voluntary". Describing it as "voluntary" merely confirms that it is not a FAA requirement and as 
such, THE TRUST may opt out of it at any time.  

5) THE TRUST'S CREDIBILITY: 

Assuming that the Enforcement Tracking is mandatory rather than voluntary, and as is already in the 
public record inserted by myself and others, THE TRUST has engaged in some of the most egregious land 
use violations in the past exhibiting patent disregard for the law. 

Placing adherence to the terms of the Use-Permit entirely in the hands of THE TRUST with a complete 
lack of an independent verification mechanism is not credible for any Use-Permit but particularly 
given THE TRUST'S past Use-Permit noncompliance record.  

CONCLUSION:  

USE-PERMIT COMPLIANCE IS UNENFORCEABLE 

I reviewing this application, the County has failed to insure the public that by granting this Use-Permit:  

• Its "complaint driven" enforcement mechanism is realistic. It is obviously based on theoretic 
but unrealistic assumptions; therefore nonexistent.  

• It has the ability to independently verify THE TRUST-provided voluntary compliance data. 
• It has put in place the administrative infrastructure to field, investigate and act on complaints. 
• It has put in place specific procedures in the way it monitors, analyzes and verifies data 

provided by THE TRUST or by a complainant.  
• It has put in place specific actions when THE TRUST is found not to adhere to the terms of the 

Use-Permit. 
• It has properly accounted for the costs of the enforcement administration of this Use-Permit.  



The enforcement mechanism is an essential part of a Use-Permit. This is what is implied by the word 
"permit". 

This particular Use-Permit is unenforceable unless the County is prepared to employ complex 
monitoring, analyses and action procedures along with the necessary administrative infrastructure to 
field and analyze flight data and its associated costs, all of  which it must specify in the record, and 
subject to public comment. 

The County may not grant a Use-Permit when fully aware that in practice non-compliance to 
its conditions is impossible  to monitor, impossible to document and that in its entirety is 
impossible to enforce. 



 

March 12, 2017 

Dana Ayers  

Napa County Planning  

1195 Third Street Napa, CA 94559  

Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org 

 

RE: Palmaz Residence Private Heliport Application 4031 Hagen Road, Napa, CA 94558 (APN 033-110-080) 
UP# P14-000261-UP  

Dana Ayers, 

My name is Steve Chilton and I am a resident of Napa County.  I am a retired Senior U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service Biologist, a former Fire Crew Boss with the US Forest Service (with many rides on 
helicopters) and a US Air Force Veteran. I became aware of the Palmaz application approximately a year 
ago after other county residents voiced their concerns regarding noise, incompatibility with the 
surrounding area and the risk to public safety.  Beyond their rightful concerns, my opinion is that the 
County of Napa cannot show a public benefit and cannot show that the use permit would not be 
detrimental to the neighborhood character and environment.   

The contention that denying a personal use heliport poses a disproportional load on the property owner 
cannot be upheld.  No property owner has a right to a heliport.  The constant fear of the County of a 
takings challenge does not exist in this application.  The County is not obligated to approve this 
application. There is no justification for its approval.  Napa County does not need “Vanity Heliports” in 
addition to the many “Vanity Wineries”. 
 

Regarding the noise evaluation conducted by Mead and Hunt, no direct test measurements were taken 
of an EC 130 B4 during approach, landing and takeoff from the project site.  The noise contours 
developed for the application are common approximations developed from a model and cannot 
represent topographic variations of the site.  The County does not have the proper information to make 
a valid judgement of the noise impacts.  The applicant testified that he has been flying his low noise 
helicopter to the proposed site weekly (apparently without landing?).  I’m not sure why he would do this 
to generate data, since the process of landing is the loudest portion of a flight.  Additionally, the term 
“low noise helicopter” is very misleading.  A less noise helicopter would be more accurate since all 
civilian helicopters are noisy, especially during takeoff and landing.  

I understand County staff rely on contractors such as Mead and Hunt for their information and 
hypothetically there is a separation between the contractor and the property owner since the property 
owner is paying the County to pay the contactor.  Unfortunately consultant corporations engaged in 
business with Napa County and other counties have a vested interest in having their projects approved.  
They may steadfastly deny this, but it is a reality. I believe the County should consult other counties, 
such as Los Angeles County that have full time staff assigned to noise issues prior to certifying the EIR. 



Even though the contractor used a model incorporating the proposed primary approach and departure 
path, there is no requirement that the pilot utilize that path.  FAA regulations, which trump County 
regulations, leave it up to the pilot to judge on any given day how and where to make an approach or a 
departure. He can come and go from the south, the north, the east or the west depending upon his 
judgement.  This is a proper amount of latitude for a helipad located in an area devoid of residences or 
at an uncontrolled airport to provide for the safety of the pilot and passengers.  This is not either of 
these (that is why there are airports). 

During the March 1, 2017 public hearing, a number of Napa residents commented on County 
enforcement of permitted and unpermitted activities. Of particular interest to me was the situation 
where a property owner was using an unpermitted heliport and it became incumbent upon the 
neighbors to document the continuing violation with little response from the County.  Based upon the 
applicants’ testimony, digital logs from his onboard computer would be sent to the County to verify 
compliance with the various mitigations and permit conditions.  I doubt the planning department has a 
staff member qualified to decipher these logs and the staff time or funds to train one.  Monitoring for 
compliance will fall on the shoulders of neighbors who are also not trained and response will be at the 
discretion of the County. Not a comforting prospect. 

Based upon these issues and the multiple other concerns expressed by other residents, I respectfully 
request that the County not certify the draft EIR. 

 Sincerely, 

 

Steve Chilton  

PO Box 2144 

Yountville, CA 94599 
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From: John Ray
To: Ayers, Dana
Subject: Comment Documents for the ALUC Meeting
Date: Tuesday, August 01, 2017 4:32:48 PM
Attachments: Heliport Hearing Letter 8-1-17.docx

Screen Shot 2017-08-01 at 9.45.36 AM.png

Hello Dana,

Here are two related documents for tomorrow’s meeting.  I hope to be there to bring you signed hard copy and to make a public comment.

Thank You.

John Ray
1681 Partrick Road
Napa, CA 94558
707-344-2221

mailto:veloist@sbcglobal.net
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org

John & Susan Ray

1681 Partrick Road

Napa, CA 94558

707-344-2221 (M)







August 1, 2017



Ms. Dana Ayers, Planner

Napa County Department of Planning, Building and Environmental Services 

County Administration Building

1195 Third Street

2nd Floor

Napa, CA  94559





Re:  Palmaz Heliport Project





Dear Ms. Ayers,



My wife Susan and I have previously expressed our concerns in writing about the inadequacy of the Palmaz Heliport DEIR, specifically about the use of computer noise modeling, rather than actual noise level measurement, and about the difficulty the County and neighbors will have in measuring and enforcing many of the key mitigation measures regarding helicopter flight operations, frequency and hours.  



Subsequently, I attended the May 17, 2017 Airport Land Use Commission hearing on the Palmaz Heliport proposal and listened carefully to the testimony offered by the applicant’s consultant from the firm of Mead & Hunt.  I took contemporaneous notes, and have reviewed the video of the meeting to confirm my recollections.



I would like to draw the Commission’s attention to part of that testimony which is deeply troubling, and speaks volumes about the applicant’s intent to circumvent the mitigation measures specified in the DEIR.  



Specifically, in verbal testimony, beginning at minute 47.53 of the May 17, 2017 ALUC meeting video, with a supporting slide displayed at that time (screenshot attached), the applicant is already appearing to interpret key mitigation measures in a way which does not reflect the language of the DEIR, and which are indicative of his intentions with respect to compliance.  Key points made by applicant:



1. The limitation of 4 arrival and 4 departures per week is described on the slide and verbally as an “Annual Average” which “Will Fluctuate Depending on Need, Weather, Etc,”  This is not the language in the DEIR, which contains no reference to “averaging”.  With an “Annual Average”, there could be many more than 4 arrivals and 4 departures per week.  For example, if the applicant has not flown from his proposed heliport for two weeks (due to absence from his residence, flying conditions, or the like), under his interpretation, he could have 12 arrivals and 12 departures in the following week, because it would average only 4 of each over the three weeks.  And it seems from the verbal testimony and the slide that the applicant would have the sole discretion to determine this frequency, based on “Need, Weather, Etc.”



2. In testimony and according to the slide, applicant is also hedging on a commitment to daytime (7 AM – 10 PM) hours of operation, since he anticipates at least some operations between 10 PM and 7 AM.  



Taken together, these provide clear evidence of the applicant’s intent to loosely and creatively interpret the DEIR so that he can conduct flight operations at a frequency during some weeks of the year at a rate higher than that permitted by the language of the DEIR, and to do so at least some times during late night and early morning hours when neighbors are most likely to be sleeping.



The applicant’s apparent intent to thwart the DEIR mitigation measures strengthens our concerns about the difficulty the County and neighbors will have in enforcing the mitigation measures.   This is particularly troubling in the face of the demonstrated significant financial resources available to the applicant to engage attorneys and consultants who can make enforcement efforts very expensive and time-consuming for the County and neighbors.  



This proposal will not serve the public good and should net be approved by the ALUC.



Thank you for your attention to my comments.  Please feel free to contact me if I can provide further information or clarification.



Sincerely,





John Ray								







Copy:  Mr. Ryan Gregory, Supervisor, District 2



[bookmark: _GoBack]
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John & Susan Ray 
1681 Partrick Road 

Napa, CA 94558 
707-344-2221 (M) 
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August 1, 2017 
 
Ms. Dana Ayers, Planner 
Napa County Department of Planning, Building and Environmental Services  
County Administration Building 
1195 Third Street 
2nd Floor 
Napa, CA  94559 
 
 
Re:  Palmaz Heliport Project 
 
 
Dear Ms. Ayers, 
 
My wife Susan and I have previously expressed our concerns in writing about the 
inadequacy of the Palmaz Heliport DEIR, specifically about the use of computer 
noise modeling, rather than actual noise level measurement, and about the difficulty 
the County and neighbors will have in measuring and enforcing many of the key 
mitigation measures regarding helicopter flight operations, frequency and hours.   
 
Subsequently, I attended the May 17, 2017 Airport Land Use Commission hearing on 
the Palmaz Heliport proposal and listened carefully to the testimony offered by the 
applicant’s consultant from the firm of Mead & Hunt.  I took contemporaneous 
notes, and have reviewed the video of the meeting to confirm my recollections. 
 
I would like to draw the Commission’s attention to part of that testimony which is 
deeply troubling, and speaks volumes about the applicant’s intent to circumvent the 
mitigation measures specified in the DEIR.   
 
Specifically, in verbal testimony, beginning at minute 47.53 of the May 17, 2017 
ALUC meeting video, with a supporting slide displayed at that time (screenshot 
attached), the applicant is already appearing to interpret key mitigation measures in 
a way which does not reflect the language of the DEIR, and which are indicative of 
his intentions with respect to compliance.  Key points made by applicant: 
 

1. The limitation of 4 arrival and 4 departures per week is described on the 
slide and verbally as an “Annual Average” which “Will Fluctuate Depending 
on Need, Weather, Etc,”  This is not the language in the DEIR, which contains 
no reference to “averaging”.  With an “Annual Average”, there could be many 
more than 4 arrivals and 4 departures per week.  For example, if the 
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applicant has not flown from his proposed heliport for two weeks (due to 
absence from his residence, flying conditions, or the like), under his 
interpretation, he could have 12 arrivals and 12 departures in the following 
week, because it would average only 4 of each over the three weeks.  And it 
seems from the verbal testimony and the slide that the applicant would have 
the sole discretion to determine this frequency, based on “Need, Weather, 
Etc.” 

 
2. In testimony and according to the slide, applicant is also hedging on a 

commitment to daytime (7 AM – 10 PM) hours of operation, since he 
anticipates at least some operations between 10 PM and 7 AM.   

 
Taken together, these provide clear evidence of the applicant’s intent to loosely and 
creatively interpret the DEIR so that he can conduct flight operations at a frequency 
during some weeks of the year at a rate higher than that permitted by the language 
of the DEIR, and to do so at least some times during late night and early morning 
hours when neighbors are most likely to be sleeping. 
 
The applicant’s apparent intent to thwart the DEIR mitigation measures strengthens 
our concerns about the difficulty the County and neighbors will have in enforcing 
the mitigation measures.   This is particularly troubling in the face of the 
demonstrated significant financial resources available to the applicant to engage 
attorneys and consultants who can make enforcement efforts very expensive and 
time-consuming for the County and neighbors.   
 
This proposal will not serve the public good and should net be approved by the 
ALUC. 
 
Thank you for your attention to my comments.  Please feel free to contact me if I can 
provide further information or clarification. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
John Ray         
 
 
 
Copy:  Mr. Ryan Gregory, Supervisor, District 2 
 
 







From: Hanna Stolarczyk
To: nbbrod@gmail.com; Caldwell, Keith; Ayers, Dana; joellegpc@gmail.com; mikebasayne@gmail.com;

tkscottco@aol.com; JeriGillPC@outlook.com; anne.cottrell@lucene.com; heather@vinehillranch.com;
napacommissioner@yahoo.com; Wagenknecht, Brad; mark.luce@countyofnapa.org; Dillon, Diane; Pedroza,
Alfredo; Morrison, David; joellegPC@gmail.com; mikebasayne@gmail.com; Planning; Wagenknecht, Brad;
Gregory, Ryan

Subject: Palmaz Heliport Project
Date: Tuesday, July 25, 2017 4:47:20 PM
Importance: High

Dear Mr. Brod and Napa County Commissioners and Supervisors:
 
We have been advised that Mr. Brod will be acting as the Aviation Commissioner for Napa County
and will be voting on the proposed Palmaz helipad project.
 
Please be advised that just like the overwhelming majority of our neighbors and your constituents,
we are adamantly opposed to the construction of a helipad on the Palamz property. 
 
In January 2016, we emailed to Mr. Caldwell and Ms. Ayers an extensive and detailed list of our
objections, citing numerous legal issues that will arise should the Board approve said helipad
project.  Please kindly read our email below to understand why we are opposed to this project.
 
The Palmazes are requesting a conditional use permit, which by law should only be granted if its
issuance does not "ask the community and the public to carry an undue burden for the sole benefit
and pleasure of a single person and his family".  Since in this case, the helipad and the resulting
helicopter flights would clearly impose a burden on the community, granting said permit would be
directly contrary to California Conditional Use Permit Case law. 
 
Once again, given the various, multiple concerns and code violations, we strongly urge the Napa
County Planning Commission to reject the Palmaz helipad proposal.
 
Sincerely,
 
Hanna Stolarczyk & Jackson Conaway
 
2010 North Third Ave.
Napa, CA 94558
(415) 871-6728
hstolarczyk@sfgaa.com  
 
 

From: Hanna Stolarczyk [mailto:hstolarczyk@sfgaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2016 3:46 PM
To: Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org
Cc: keith.caldwell@countyofnapa.org
Subject: Palmaz Helipad - Use Permit #P14-00261 EIR Scoping Comments
Importance: High
 

mailto:hstolarczyk@sfgaa.com
mailto:nbbrod@gmail.com
mailto:KEITH.CALDWELL@countyofnapa.org
mailto:Dana.Ayers@countyofnapa.org
mailto:joellegpc@gmail.com
mailto:mikebasayne@gmail.com
mailto:tkscottco@aol.com
mailto:JeriGillPC@outlook.com
mailto:anne.cottrell@lucene.com
mailto:heather@vinehillranch.com
mailto:napacommissioner@yahoo.com
mailto:BRAD.WAGENKNECHT@countyofnapa.org
mailto:mark.luce@countyofnapa.org
mailto:Diane.DILLON@countyofnapa.org
mailto:Alfredo.Pedroza@countyofnapa.org
mailto:Alfredo.Pedroza@countyofnapa.org
mailto:David.Morrison@countyofnapa.org
mailto:joellegPC@gmail.com
mailto:mikebasayne@gmail.com
mailto:planning@countyofnapa.org
mailto:BRAD.WAGENKNECHT@countyofnapa.org
mailto:Ryan.Gregory@countyofnapa.org
mailto:hstolarczyk@sfgaa.com


Dear Ms. Ayers:
 
We live in the Coombsville neighborhood of Napa and it came to our attention that one of our neighbors,
the Palmaz family, filed a petition for approval to build a private helipad on their property.
This is most troubling news to us, since the main reason we decided to move to this neighborhood – as
well as the reason we had to pay nearly million dollars for a fairly modest dwelling – is the peaceful and
quiet location of our house.  The proposed helipad would create a noise pollution and therefore it would
have to be disclosed as a nuisance should we decide to sell our property.  Would Napa County reimburse
us for either failure to sell due to nuisance, or for the depreciation of property value due to same?
 
Our personal objections aside, please be advised that the proposed helipad and resulting helicopter
flights in or near our neighborhood would create several legal considerations and potential lawsuits
against Napa County, as the project is in violation of the following California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA) guidelines:
 
1. Any mitigation measures Palmaz agrees to are unenforceable due to the pre-emption of Local and

State authority by Federal authority. Therefore, if Palmaz fails to adhere to the flight paths, times,
altitudes etc. as per his proposal, Napa County will not be able to enforce them.  The FAA generally
does not regulate private heliports, so the project will not be enforceable (Napa County unable to
regulate and the FAA unwilling), which in turn will expose the County to lawsuits from disgruntled
residents, should the County approve the helipad proposal.
 

2. Palmaz has a history of non-compliance with existing environmental regulations, which creates a
reasonable doubt that they would adhere to the proposed rules they submitted as part of their
proposal.

 
3. In regards to Aesthetics (CEQA Section 1), this project violates nearly every aspect of the Napa

County viewshed ordinance: 
a) High intensity, red flashing or rotating lights are FAA recommended for night landings (omitted from
Palmaz plans); 
b) Big vertical mass in the hanger door (side elevations showing hanger door also omitted from
plans); 
c) No vegetative screening to hide unsightly architectural elements; 
d) Heliport will be visible from both Highway 29 and Silverado Trail.

 
4. In regards to Agricultural and Forest Resources (CEQA Section 2), the Palmaz helipad project

will directly interfere with agricultural operations: 
a) Napa County is a "right to farm" county; project is located in the Agricultural Watershed; 
b) Three vineyard irrigation ponds are in close proximity, as well as six ponds for the Napa Valley
Country Club; 
c) The irrigation ponds attract migrating geese; according to the FAA geese are the third most
dangerous animal in bird strikes; 
d) FAA recommends airports be at least 10,000 feet away from a hazardous wildlife attractant.  

 
5. In regards to Biologic Resources (CEQA Section 2), the Palmaz helipad project should be vetted

against the conditions imposed upon Palmaz by their legal settlement (Napa County v. Palmaz - 2007).
 

6. In regards to Safety Hazards (CEQA Section 8), the Palmaz helipad project violates the following
regulations:



a. Multiple safety design flaws (fails to meet basic FAA guidelines in Advisory Circular 150_5390_2c
"Heliport Design"); 

b. Fuel delivery on narrow, 2-lane residential streets. End of Hagen Road is single lane;
c. Fuel delivery near schools (fuel truck must cross at least one school – Apple Garden on Hagen,

Vichy School on Vichy, or Mt. George and Silverado Schools on Coombsville); 
d. Fuel delivery on substandard private access road (which lacks the proper CALFIRE-required road

turnouts); 
e. Fuel delivery on excessively steep private access road (thousands of gallons of aviation gas going

up a 22-degree slope driveway, in excess of county standard); 
f. Fuel delivery unstaffed (FAA has a set of guidelines on this subject, but if Palmaz fails to follow

them, Napa County will not be able to enforce them); 
g. High fire risk area (the possibility of the entire Vaca Mountain Range catching on fire); 
h. Lack of fire truck access (the fire truck turnaround is where the helicopter lands – what would

happen in an emergency situation?). 
 
7. In regards to Hydrology and Water Quality (CEQA Section 8), the Palmaz helipad project poses a

danger of releasing an excess quantity of ground water during the excavation (a reasonable concern,
based on the fact that the Palmaz winery cave excavation released a significant quantity of ground
water for three years after construction). 

 
8. In regards to Zoning Regulations (CEQA Section 10), the Palmaz helipad proposal violates the

Zoning Rules because the entire Olive Hill / Mount George area is zoned Residential Country (RC), not
Agricultural Watershed (AW). Residential Country zoning was established to provide an area free of
the negative environmental effects of Agricultural Watershed (AW) activity, including a helipad. The
FAA recommends a minimum 2,000 foot AGL buffer in this scenario, which the proposed project fails
to meet. 

 
9. In regards to Noise Regulations (CEQA Section 12), the Palmaz helipad project generates the

following concerns:
a. Over 200 homes, a recreational site (Napa Valley Country Club), a school (Apple Garden), and a

religious site (Grange Hall) are all within the recommended minimum 2,000 foot AGL distance the
FAA recommends in noise sensitive areas; 

b. The Palmaz noise study is a "best case scenario" funded by Palmaz. The whole point of CEQA is to
have a third party provide their own analysis. For example, the noise study assumes a certain type
of helicopter (unenforceable), on a certain flight path (unenforceable), avoiding certain homes on
Olive Hill (unenforceable), at a certain elevation (unenforceable), flying a limited number of flights
(unenforceable), during a certain time of day (unenforceable). 
 
Napa County has its own noise standards, which should be considered to determine whether or
not the Palmaz site is "compatible" with our residentially zoned area. Part of this analysis is
measuring the ambient noise level and evaluating the proposed noise relative to established
thresholds. 

 
10. Finally, in regards to Mandatory Findings of Significance (CEQA Section 18), the concern is that

the Palmaz helipad project could open the door for hundreds of helipad permits, which would radically
change the dynamic of the Napa Valley. The County’s economy relies on a quiet, peaceful outdoor
environment in which to sell Napa Valley wines. While previous attempts to obtain a Use Permit for a



helipad have been limited by the low probability of success, a successful application would open the
flood gates for more applications. Some analysis of the potential number of applicants is warranted.

 
In addition to the above concerns about multiple CEQA violations, the area where the proposed helipad
and flight paths are to be located is also a home to golden eagle nests (specifically, the southern flight
paths above the Dunlaps and Far Niente).  Golden eagles are protected by at least three separate laws:
The Bold and Golden Eagle Protection Act, The Migratory Bird Treaty Act and The Lacey Act.
 Furthermore, there are pileated woodpeckers, considered rare in this part of its range, mountain lions,
and a host of raptors (protected Fish and Game Code, Sections 3503, 3503.5, 3505 and 3513, and
California Code of Regulation, Title 14, Sections 251.1, 652 and 783-786.6).
 
Given the various, multiple concerns and code violations, we strongly urge the Napa County Planning
Commission to reject the Palmaz helipad proposal.
 
 
Sincerely,
 
Hanna Stolarczyk & Jackson Conaway
 
2010 North Third Ave.
Napa, CA 94558
(415) 871-6728
hstolarczyk@sfgaa.com  

mailto:hstolarczyk@sfgaa.com









